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Submission content: It is excellent that a Strategic Plan has been
produced for Sydney and it has been accompanied by serious
community engagement in the process so that there is a sense of
ownership. It is very good that the need to protect the fine grain urban
form (Priority 3) has been identified. This is one of the reasons why
Crows Nest has been identified as a great place (p42). The District
Plan is to be commended for recognising the individual character of St
Leonards and Crow Nest. It is important that this difference is
reinforced. The current Priority Precinct as per the Interim Statement
takes a combined approach to St Leonards with Crows Nest. It refers
to St Leonards Crows Nest Priority Precinct. These are very different
areas and it is certainly not one suburb. In order for the community to
maintain their close connection with Crows Nest, the special character
needs to be identified. I recommend amending Action 30. As it is
currently drafted, it only refers to the village character of Willoughby
Road. The success of the Crows Nest centre is though the supporting
shops, restaurants and businesses on Pacific Highway, particularly the
row of heritage shops on the Highway between Hume Street and
Shirley Road and Falcon Street, the heritage building on the northern
corner of Pacific Highway and Falcon Street as well as the shops and
businesses in Clarke and Alexander Streets. An additional action could



be added to retain current heritage character of Pacific Highway
buildings. The diagram on page 58 identifies jobs and services in St
Leonards - again, this extends over the area of Crows Nest. Much of
the shaded area is mixed use development and some of it is
residential. The plan does not refer to mixed use developments which
has contributed to the success of Crows Nest as great place. It is
important that the scale of Crows Nest retail areas with the associated
residences and businesses is maintained to ensure the continuation of
the "great place'. This 'great place' is more than just Willoughby Road.
It is good that Priority 4 identifies walkable streets. It would be helpful
to explain further what makes a 'walkable street'. Issues such as
lighting, sunlight penetration, wind effects are important to creating
good public movement spaces. The current planning proposal for 617
Pacific Highway St Leonards for a 50 storey building illustrates the
challenges of achieving pleasant public areas with significant forms of
development . The wind assessment identifies that mitigation
measures of 5 metre high trees with 5 metre wide canopy is required
for Pacific Highway and Albany Street. The reality is that it is
impossible to deliver large trees when footpath space is narrow and
safety practices for highways do not allow such tree planting. A
building of this height also creates very long shadows along the public
footpath spaces of Pacific Highway. I am concerned that if the District
Plan does not draw out what creates 'walkable streets' and great
places, The Priority precinct process will give the go ahead for these
very tall buildings that do not consider the impact on the community's
public spaces. P59 identifies the importance of the Artarmon Industrial
Area. Action 43 to be strengthened to protect these crucial pocket of
support serices. If this area is lost or diminished, people will need to
drive further for these businesses which creates more congestion and
associated negative environmental outcomes. The Action 43 currently
states "protect the adjoining industrial zoned land for a range of
urban services". This is too broad - it needs to specifically refer to
industrial and automotive uses that provide services to the surrounding
area. I support N19 and the importance of the tree canopy. Further



discussion is required on how this can be achieved with the scale of
growth being proposed. The loss of trees in the North Sydney Local
Government area is significant. New developments cover the whole
site, with excavations for underground parking. This leaves no soil
depth for trees. It would be valuable if the District Plan could provide
guidance of how to reduce the loss of vegetation, or provide
opportunities for new vegetation. P84 discusses freight and suggest
encouraging freight movements outside of peak periods. This needs
more consideration. In areas like Crows Nest, the fine grain street
network means that freight and servicing vehicles must the 'great
places' of Crows Nest such as Willoughby Road. In these local areas, it
would be better for servicing vehicles to be encouraged into periods
when the streets are less intensively used by people. It would be good
if the District Plan could address the servicing needs of residential
buildings and whether a communal approach for localities could be
adopted. The servicing needs of buildings is increasing with Amazon
and other deliveries and the outsourcing of household tasks and food
services. The district Plan does not cover this and this is a significant
change over the past decade and there is the potential for innovation in
this area. The District Plan has created a good and effective dialogue
about what makes good cities and places. I hope that Action 30 can be
amended so that as development occurs, the special qualities of Crows
Nest that have created a great place along with its fine grain street
network can be maintained.
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